Speckle is a SAR specific noise effect caused by constructive and destructive interference from multiple scattering within the resolution cell of the imaging radar system that superposes the true radiometric and textural information of SAR images as a grainy 'salt-and-pepper' pattern. Fully developed speckle basically follows circular Gaussian image statistics. However, this assumption is not applicable for very high resolution SAR systems and for data showing sceneries with a significant amount of directional backscatter -e.g. urban areas. In those cases the multiple scattering processes within a resolution cell show -subject to the true structuring of the imaged area -rather a directional behavior than a random distribution. Consequently, the speckle is no longer fully developed. In our study we demonstrate how information on the local development of speckle can be used to differentiate between basic land cover types such as water, open land -meaning farmland, grassland and bare soil -, woodland and urban area in single-polarized, single-date VHR SAR images. The research is based on the analysis of a TerraSAR-X scene of Munich, Germany.
INTRODUCTION
Due to random constructive and destructive interference of the coherent electromagnetic waves transmitted and received by Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems, SAR imagery is affected by speckle noise [1] , [2] . Since speckle superposes the true radiometric and textural information of the SAR data as a grainy 'salt-and-pepper' pattern, speckle hampers the visual interpretation and computer-aided analysis of SAR data by means of established image analysis techniquesparticularly when looking at small-scale structures and textural characteristics [3] , [4] , [5] . On the other hand, the local development of speckle is related to the backscattering mechanisms and therefore -indirectly -to the type of land cover [6] . In this study we demonstrate how an analysis of the local speckle behavior can be used for the differentiation of basic land cover (LC) types in single-polarized, single-date TerraSAR-X (TSX) imagery.
METHODOLOGY
In our research we pick up already existing concepts for the estimation of the speckle development in SAR data and further develop and combine some of the ideas with respect to a classification of basic LC types in single-polarized TSX data. For that purpose we first visualize the speckle behavior of the four LC types water (W), open land (OL), woodland (WL) and urban area (UA) by means of standardized histograms of the local coefficient of variation (CoV). This information is supplemented by corresponding histograms of the local intensity. The TSX test scene from the Munich area, Germany, was recorded on 18 th July 2007 in the StripMap (SM) mode, with an incidence angle of 39.3° and a ground resolution of 3.07m in azimuth and 3.04m in range.
Generation of textural information based on speckle analysis
The analysis of the local image heterogeneity C S by means of the CoV is an established and straightforward approach to define the local development of speckle in SAR data is:
with μ S giving the mean backscatter amplitude value and σ S representing the standard deviation of the backscatter amplitude in the neighborhood of the center pixel in the SAR image. Generally, the image texture C S results from a combination of the true image texture -C T -and the fading texture -C F -representing the heterogeneity caused by speckle [4] Highly textured surfaces -e.g. urban environments or woodland -show various distinct structures, leading to an increase of directional, non-Gaussian backscatter. Hence, the texture for such regions results from C T and C F so that the measured image texture C S takes comparably high values. In turn, homogeneous surfaces without any true structuringsuch as grassland or non-cultivated bare soil -, show almost no true texture C T , meaning that the measured image texture C S more or less equals the fading texture C F . Moreover, the backscatter is almost randomly distributed and C S shows very low values. Generally, the fading texture C F for a specific SAR scene can be estimated via the number of looks N [4] :
and with N calculated as the product of azimuth and range looks. For TSX data, the azimuth and range looks are provided by a metadata file.
In Fig. 1 we visualized the speckle behavior of W, OL, WL and UA by means of a standardized histogram of C Smeaning the local CoV. This information is supplemented by a second histogram of the image intensity I of the four LC types. The histograms are calculated on the basis of image chips which are located within manually defined test areas solely showing one of the LC types W, OL, WL or UA. The size of the chips is 49x49 pixels. The CoV-histogram shows that the curves of W and OL are almost identical, with a quasi-Gaussian distribution and the mode located at a value of 0.4. The histogram for WL shows also an almost Gaussian distribution, but the mode is significantly shifted to a higher value of 0.46. The histogram for UA has a broader, rightskewed distribution with the mode taking a value of around 0.7. Looking at the Intensity-histogram one can observe that only W is clearly distinguishable from the other LC types, whereas OL, WL and UR show comparable shapes.
Using (1)- (5), we determined the theoretical C F for the scene -the resulting value comes up to 0.41. A comparison of this value to the results of the histogram analysis indicates that W and OL have a very low true texture C T since C F and C S are almost identical. In contrary, WL and UR feature a significantly larger difference between C F and C S -an indication for their high true texture C T .
In order to define a robust measure describing the true image texture C T we make use of these characteristics. Thereby we determine the difference between measured local image heterogeneity C S and theoretical scene-specific heterogeneity C F due to fully developed speckle. We assume that the local deviation from the fully developed speckle -the true local texture C T -increases with a rising amount of real structures within the resolution cell. Accordingly, the local true image texture C T is defined by: Fig. 2 shows the texture image C T derived via a 49x49 kernel from the TSX SM intensity image of the Munich area, Germany. The brightest regions in the image correspond with urban areas, the medium gray values indicate forests and woodland while a low speckle divergence characterizes open areas such as agricultural fields, grassland or water bodies.
Land cover classification using texture information
In the previous section we discussed the distinct characteristics of the LC classes W, OL, WL and UA in a SAR image in terms of their true image texture C T . Thereby, W and OL show a very similar behavior, while W/OL, WL and UA feature significant differences (Fig. 1) . However, in terms of the image intensity I, W and OL show clear differences (Fig. 1) . [7] could already demonstrate that this behavior can be used for a robust identification and delineation of urban areas. In this study we extend the basic principle presented by [7] to a consecutive classification procedure assigning the LC categories W, OL, WL and UA. Thereby we introduce an approach based on discrete thresholds -resulting in a thematic classification. On the other hand we present a fuzzy implementation leading to the generation of a color composite image. The classification based on discrete thresholds includes a total of four thresholds, with T Ut defining a minimum C T for UA, T Wt providing the minimum C T for WL, T Wi giving the minimum intensity I x,y for WL and T Oi defining the minimum I x,y for OL. The iterative classification procedure is based on the derived true texture image C T and the original intensity image I. The procedure starts with the assignment of UA based on T Ut , followed by the classification of WL using thresholds T Wt and T Wi and finally separating the remaining, unclassified pixels in OL and W based on T Oi . The chosen values for the thresholds are 0.16 for T Ut , 0.04 for T Wt , 100 for T Wi and 44 for T Oi .
The fuzzy classification approach presents a continuous classification of the SAR data in terms of a RGB color composite image. For that purpose the true texture image C T is colorized with a color bar ranging from brown for low, over green for medium to grey for high values. The colored texture image is then overlaid as a partially transparent layer with the original intensity data in order to form the final color composite product.
RESULTS
The result of the discrete classification for the Munich TSX scene is illustrated in Fig. 3a . The thematic layer clearly highlights the distribution of open land, woodland built-up areas and water bodies. False assignments mainly occur along the borderline of different LC classes -e.g. in form of stripes of woodland around settlements or urban spots at the shoreline of water bodies. A quantitative assessment of the overall accuracy of the LC classification based on 500 randomly distributed points showed a value of 84% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.78. The highest quality was achieved for UA with a producer accuracy of 87% and a user accuracy of 92%, while the lowest values appeared in the context of WL, with a producer's accuracy of 57% and a user's accuracy of 65 %. The comparably low quality in the assignment of WL results from confusions with both, UA and OL -especially at the borderlines of settlements or the transition zones of agricultural fields with differing backscatter (high texture zones).
The color composite image resulting from the fuzzy classification and colorizing respectively is shown in Fig. 3b . This product gives a clear indication of the basic structure of the landscape -a characteristic which seems to be particularly helpful to a visual interpretation of singlepolarized and single-date SAR images.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The study demonstrated that it is possible to generate a texture layer providing standardized and therefore transferable information on the local level of true structuring in a SAR image via the analysis of the local speckle development. Moreover we introduced a straightforward classification approach for single-polarized SAR images using discrete thresholds for the true image texture layer and the original intensity data -resulting in a thematic classification assigning the categories 'water, 'open area', 'woodland' and 'urban area': In addition we implemented a fuzzy transitions classification leading to a color composite image. While the color composite image primarily supports the visual interpretation of SAR data, the discrete LC classification might serve as an accurate pre-classification procedure for single-date and single-polarized SAR data.
In the future we will further develop the presented approach with respect to an automated estimation of the fading texture directly from the image data. Moreover, we want to test the robustness and transferability of the approach by applying the introduced techniques to various regions located on the different continents. Fig. 1 . Land cover-specific histograms derived from true texture image (left) and original intensity data (right). 
